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Abstract-This

paper

mainly

proposes

a

design

for

a

•

communication infrastructure for Wireless Sensor Networks.
The proposed design prevents message collisions by arranging
the time schedules to send, receive, forward and overhear packets
of the nodes considering 2-hop graph coloring mechanism. The
system aims to exclude the compromised nodes in the network
using the overhearing mechanism, and copes with recovering the

•

For a reliable end-to-end communication between the
sink and any node of the network, establishment of a
breadth-first tree with the backup paths to immediately
recover the leaves of the nodes with failure.
Providing all nodes with overhearing of their own
packets being forwarded by their parents.

paths of the legitimate nodes using multipath redundancy. The
proposed

scheduling-based

and

overhearing

supported

infrastructure brings the advantage of providing the Sensor
Networks with both reliable communication using backup paths
and energy conservation by preventing the collisions.

Keywords-2-hop coloring; wireless sensor networks; collision;
scheduling; collision free scheduling
1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) contammg huge
amounts of resource-constrained nodes embedded with many
purpose sensors [1] are well-known in the Internet of Things
(ToT) era. Many academic and industrial researches on
architectural design and application specific scenario
implementation of wireless sensor WSNs have been proposed
[1-5]. Integration of WSN into any kind of Information System
(TS) has attracted the interest of the researchers who have been
studying the event-driven or periodical automated processes
within the system environment using low power nodes that run
on ad-hoc designs [6,7]. WSNs in different topologies have
been used with various applications integrated into many TSs
that are expected to be secure regarding not only the data
transmitted but the communication network used as well [8].
In this paper, we propose a design of a 2-hop coloring
based, collision free and reliable communication infrastructure.
The proposed system is a deliberate infrastructure to be used as
a base mechanism in any kind of wireless-based overlay
network. In general, it is considered to be used as a cross-layer
protocol for ToT based networks; whereas, in particular it is
designed for wireless and ad-hoc networks with lots of
resource-constraint nodes, i.e., wireless sensor networks. The
proposed architecture contributes to the WSNs with the
following mechanisms:
•

2-hop coloring based time slot assignment for the
whole network to avoid any conflict/collision
meanwhile the packet transmission.

IT.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The proposed system is designed to be a main infrastructure
that could be used in many different wireless ad-hoc topologies
for many different application areas. The main system is
actually designed to run in an appropriate fault-tolerant manner
in case that some of the nodes get faulty, are broken, or are
compromised by the adversaries to passively or actively attack
to the routing mechanism and/or data. The design to detect the
adversaries or nodes with fault and then to recover the system
is based on overhearing concept. A node in the system
overhears its raw packet previously sent to its parent while the
packet is to be forwarded to the grandparent on the way to sink
of the tree. Even if there is no adversary in the system and all
the nodes are running correctly with the legitimate rules of the
system, there may be another issue that comes along with the
communication media access, i.e., packet collision. Collisions
in the wireless media lead to a huge energy waste overall the
network due to attempting to resend the packets again. To
overcome this problem and to prevent the useless energy
consumption, the proposed system is designed to run in an
appropriate time scheduled manner that the collisions are
avoided within the communication infrastructure.
A. System Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the layers and co-layers of the proposed
system architecture. A WSN protocol stack may be figured
with Physical layer and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer
at bottom, and application layer at top [I]. A general network
layer or a kind of application specific routing protocol layer or
a group of co-layers to assist networking may be wrapped in
the middle. The proposed infrastructure is a cross-layer design
approach that means some data from a layer may be used as a
parameter in another layer protocol or may affect another
layer's operating process. Tn Fig. I, the arrows are depicted to
show the relation between the layers and to point which layer
affects which other layer in the proposed cross-layer design.
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with little errors is adequate instead of fmding the distances
with high precision. A node just needs to consider whether it is
a neighbor of another one; and if that is so, the distance to that
node will be obtained using RSSI value. These neighborhood
information and the distance values will be used in network
construction layer to implement the system tree. If a detailed
localization method is used, the locations instead of the
distances in I-hop neighborhood may also be sent.
Fig. 1. Proposed system architecture.

Regarding the proposed system architecture, the physical
layer implementation is used as it is. The MAC layer is
oriented by the parameters from the node coloring, node
sequencing and timer configuration co-layers. Node coloring
module mainly colors all the nodes of the multi-hop network
using the 2-hop vertex coloring approach in a tree. 2-hop
coloring is used to avoid collisions in child-parent-grandparent
relation that will lead to a collision free communication for a
node to send to, receive from and overhear another node. By
using 2-hop coloring approach, the proposed system guarantees
the following cases: i. all I-hop neighbors are colored in
different values; ii. the nodes that are not in I-hop
neighborhood but have the same parent are colored in different
values; iii. a node and its grandparent node are colored in
different values; iv. a node and the neighbors of its parent are
all colored in different values.
Node sequencing co-layer arranges the sequences to
operate for the nodes within 2-hop communication for their
following four operations: sending raw data packet, forwarding
a received packet, receiving a packet, overhearing a packet.
Timer configuration co-layer configures the timers of the nodes
for their four different operations. The configured times to
send, forward, receive, overhear for a node is passed to MAC
layer of the node. From then on, the MAC layer will run based
on those time values. Rather than using the default MAC layer
protocol, the proposed system uses its time based scheduling to
enable collision free WSN design. The advantage of such a
mechanism is that the infrastructure can be implemented on
any kind of MAC layers, which means the architecture is
independent from any specific MAC protocol since the system
configures the send and receive times for the nodes.
In Fig. 1, the arrow from physical layer to multi-hop
network construction layer refers to the information of the
positions of the nodes. It may be assumed that the nodes know
their locations and learn the locations of their neighbors.
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values obtained
from the physical signal power strength of the packet received
can be used for this objective. RSSI values are used in
neighborhood decision. According to the signal strength of the
received packets a node may predict the relatively distances of
its one-hop neighbors. RSSI is neither a well-qualified
approach to fmd exact distances between the nodes nor a
popular method to find the precise ranges of the neighbors of a
node; the state-of-the-art methods may cover more complex
technologies for accurate results [9]. Such technologies may
consume much more power than the RSSI mechanism. On the
other side, using GPS devices may also assist on positioning
with an extra cost. However, for a node in the proposed
infrastructure, to discover the distances of I-hop neighbors

The system is designed to construct a multi-hop tree at the
beginning. The established tree will contain one sink, one main
path for all nodes to access that sink, and possible redundant
paths for all nodes in case of a recovery. The formation of
backup paths overlaying the same network is taken care to help
the nodes alter their paths to sink in case of security.
Regarding the attacker-aware and fault-tolerant design of
the system, overhearing mechanism lies at bottom to detect the
nodes compromised or broken. A node, who sent a packet to its
parent in past, overhears its packet in correct time schedule
while the packet is being forwarded from parent to
grandparent. Hence, a node is always monitored by its child via
overhearing of the related communication between the node
and its parent. During the overhearing of the communication
for the specified packet, the overheard packet is compared bit
by-bit with the related packet stored previously. If the packet
forwarded from a parent of a node to the grandparent of the
node is decided invalid by the node, a fault will be detected,
and so will the faulty node. Of course the passive adversaries
that only listen the network but not modify any packet cannot
be detected. Whereas the active ones that modify or drop the
packets can directly be detected. Such kind of detection is so
quick. When an adversary injects a packet to the system, it may
not be detected by its any child since the corresponding time
may not be an overhearing time; nevertheless there may be a
collision since that specific time slot could be reserved for
another operation. In such a scenario, the problematic node
may not be detected quickly, but the faulty area will be
detected since the actual system avoids the collisions.
B.

System Establishment

The layered design shown in Fig. I covers the following
modules running for establishment phase, respectively:
constructTreeO, c% ringO, and sequencingO.
It is assumed that there is no adversary in the network
during the period that the proposed system is being established
through these modules. When the system infrastructure is set
on the whole WSN, the application layer may run any specific
WSN scenario. During this establishment period the nodes of
the system run according to the rules of the MAC layer
protocol available on. After the establishment is completed and
the system is set up on all nodes, the system architecture begins
to run. After then, if a fault is detected the nodes will attempt to
change their child-parent-grandparent relations and so they will
try to use other backup paths to access to sink of the network.
The constructTreeO module runs the procedure in all nodes
to form a multipath tree structure in which all distributed nodes
within the environment are connected and all nodes assign their
parents on the way to sink. The procedure is started by the sink
node that is predetermined in the system. All nodes are
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homogenous in terms of their capabilities and resources;
however the sink is assumed to be extremely powerful and is
the gateway of the WSN to outside any IS.
While the tree is being constructed, there are also clusters
formed in. In proposed system design, there are two main
parameters predetermined and passed to sink before the tree
construction begins. First parameter is about the tree structure,
whether the tree from the given graph is formed in a breadth
first manner or not. The latter parameter is about the depth of
the clusters to be formed within tree. It is considered that if the
nodes are sparse distributed regarding their locations in the
environment, the breadth-first tree or any tree structure may be
formed in similar result. On the other side, if the density of the
environment gets increased, i.e., dense graph, and the average
neighborhood degree of the nodes gets increased as well,
choosing a breadth-first tree formation could have an
advantage on forming other tree structures regarding to the
depth of the tree. According to the breadth-first tree formation
the nodes will attempt to connect themselves to the nearest
node to sink.
Regarding the finite state machine mechanism for tree
formation together with clustering formation, all nodes at first
learn their neighbors; the neighbor list for a node is filled with
unique node identification (lD) numbers. lD of 0 refers to the
sink node. Sink node broadcasts the first CONSTRUCT TREE
message. The following arguments are put in the
CONSTRUCT TREE message: the distance to sink value of
the node that sends the message, the predetermined depth for a
cluster, the cluster level, and ID of the related cluster's leader.
The distance to sink value refers to the shortest hop number for
a node to access to sink. According to the predetermined depth
parameter for the clusters, the nodes will arrange the cluster
levels. When a node receives CONSTRUCT_TREE message,
it fmds its cluster level, connects itself to the corresponding
parent (choosing the tree formation as to be breadth-first), puts
itself into either member or leader state for the corresponding
cluster level and finally broadcasts CONSTRUCT_TREE
message with its leader ID. Every node receives at least one
CONSTRUCT- TREE message and sends exactly one
CONSTRUCT TREE message. Without counting the
messages sent to fill the neighbor lists of the nodes, which is an
assumption for this module, the module's message complexity
in a sensor network with N nodes is the total number of the
nodes from top to down in whole tree-network, O(N); the space
and time complexities of the module running on each node is
constant, 0(1).
The purpose to color the nodes is mainly to prevent the
collision of transmissions. By giving different colors to the
nodes that could give rise to collisions in case of attempting to
access the wireless media during the same time slot, these
nodes will not be allowed to be active to transmit during the
same times. The time is divided to multiple slots regarding to
the colors, and each color is assigned with a different time slot.
The nodes with same colors have no relation regarding to
possible collisions and therefore each node does its operation in
its color. Hence, each node uses a time schedule related with its
color assigned.

The main objective of c% ringO module is to give an
appropriate color to each node in the tree. For this reason, the
tree is defined as a graph G, in which the nodes are defmed as
the vertex entries V and the neighborhood relation of the nodes
are defmed as the edges E between the nodes. Rather than
implementing a distributed coloring algorithm in each node,
the central sink node is chosen to compute the coloring
procedure itself. Each node sends their related information to
sink to make the sink node gather the data and learn the graph
G = (E, V). After the sink computes the coloring for the graph,
i.e., the whole network, it sends back the color value assigned
to each node. The c% ringO module involves the three
following sub-procedures, respectively: sendNeighborsO,
jindColors_at_SINKO, and sendColorsO.
1) sendNeighborsO sub-procedure:
It is assumed that each node learns about their neighbors
and fills in their neighbor lists before the tree construction
begins. After the tree is constructed each node sends their
neighbor list together with its maximum possible children list
to its parent on the way to sink. Maximum possible children list
involves not only the actual children list but also the probable
children who are the candidates in case of a failure in the
future. An exact child of a node is the one actually sends
packets to the node; whereas a possible child of a node is the
one that actually sends packets to another node but may change
its parent and may adapt to its new parent to send packets in the
future. A possible child of a node must be a neighbor of the
node and also its height on the tree must be 1 hop far away to
sink than the node's. The aim is to color them in different
values to avoid collision. Not only node coloring but also the
node sequencing is necessary to form a collision free and
scheduled infrastructure.
Each node also forwards the neighbor lists received from its
children to its parent. At this level the aggregation of the data
before forwarding may be considered. However, regarding the
set up time to be completed faster, the nodes may not store or
process any list information and may directly forward the
neighbor lists of their children to their parents. At the end, the
sink gathers each neighbor list of each node. The message
complexity in this procedure is related to the depth, d, of the
tree. If the height of a node i, which is the hop distance of the
node to the sink, is given as hi, the neighbor list of that node is
conveyed to sink in hi retransmissions. The message
transmissions for N nodes in the whole tree will be � hi for
i=l ,2, .. ,N-1, assuming that the node with the TD of 0 is the sink
node. This total sum, which is the message complexity, can be
at most O(N.d) where the depth of the tree is d.
Regarding the probable faults or failures, if a node detects
either the case that its parent has a fault or that its parent is
compromised, the node attempts to change its parent to a
legitimate node and tries to survive its mission in the network.
Within the proposed design, the recovery concept is based on
each node's attitude that each node attempts to recover itself if
possible. By this way, the message and time complexities for a
recovery process for a node could be low and the exact values
would be related to the number of the node's neighbors or the
average neighborhood degree since the process is handled in a
local region rather than the whole network. The proposed
recovery concept is based on the predefined backup path
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formations in main tree. If the constructed running tree
structure needs to be changed, the node that detects the fault of
its parent will change its actual parent and so will the path to
sink. This mechanism requires for a node to know at the
beginning phase all its possible parents and children as well.
Alternative design may take account an on-demand
reformation of the tree when a fault on the communication path
is detected. However on-demand reformation may consume
much more energy since the system needs to be reset up for the
new parent and children information.
The worst-case space complexity to store the maximum
possible children list or neighbor list is directly related to the
maximum neighborhood degree in the network. However, it
takes a storage of O(N), which is practically reserved in the
nodes before deployment. For each node to compute the
number of its maximum possible children is also related to the
neighborhood degree of the node, that is the number of the
iterations to search for the levels of the neighbors is the number
of the neighbors for a node.
2) findColors_at_SinkO sub-procedure:
The sink constructs the whole graph G by gathering the
neighbor lists from the nodes and fills the adjacency matrix.
Regarding the overhearing concept, not only the child-parent
relation but the parent-grandparent relation is considered as
well. Due to child-parent-grandparent relations, a 2-hop
coloring is taken care rather than a I-hop coloring. Therefore,
to compute the coloring algorithm all the nodes within I-hop
and 2-hop ranges are defined as adjacent in the adjacency
matrix. At the end, no pair of nodes, which are able to
communicate in 2-hop ranges, will be assigned with the same
color.
Regarding the vertex coloring, the proposed system does
not involve the distributed algorithms to color the graph. That
is because the energy consumption is not to be raised by extra
messaging for specifically solving the coloring issue. Since the
input data required to centrally solve the coloring problem in
the network has already gathered in sink node, which is
powerful in resource, the coloring of the nodes are computed at
sink without any extra messaging between the nodes.
The coloring algorithm computed centrally on sink node is
the one suggested by Leighton [10] for practical vertex
coloring applications. The algorithm is heuristic and based on
Recursive Largest First (RLF) approach that the nodes with
more neighbors are colored at first. RLF algorithm was
investigated by Klotz [II] and its worst case time complexity
was pointed out as to be O(IVI3). Furthermore, it is emphasized
by Chiarandini et al. [12] that even the complexity of RLF
heuristic algorithm is not the best, RLF results are practically
wel1-qualified among the heuristic approaches that solves the
graph k-coloring problem in polynomial time without assuring
a specific approximation ratio.
3) sendColorsO sub-procedure:
The sink broadcasts to all nodes the 2-hop coloring result of
the whole graph as a list and the maximum number of the
possible children in the network as well. The value of
maximum number of the possible children in the network wil1
also be used in node sequencing. Each node learns its color and
the colors of the other nodes to communicate as well. Using

this information, a node will send or forward during time slots
assigned to its corresponding color and wil1 receive or overhear
during time slots assigned to the other colors of its possible
children and possible parents. The nodes wil1 be restricted to
operate differently than the scheduled colors. By coloring, the
children nodes are sequenced in time order to send their
packets to the same parent, respectively, without any collision.
On the other side, the parent stores these packets and since the
parent sends only in its time slots assigned with its color, the
parent needs to be sequenced for the time slots to forward the
stored packets of its children with no collision. Therefore, the
time division based scheduling needs not only coloring but
sequencing as well.
The sequencingO module is the last one to complete the
time table of the nodes to send/forward and receive/overhear.
The final scheduled time slots will be in such a format as given
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Timetable of the system after coloring and sequencing.

Tn Fig. 2, the colors are related mainly to the column based
division of the time table. Each column has a different color
assigned to and during each slot in each column only the same
colored nodes, which will not lead to any collision as they are
at least three-hop far away between each other, may
send/forward the data. The rows in Fig. 2 are arranged by the
sequencingO module of the system. MAX_CHILD refers to the
maximum possible children number in the network. In each
row a node wil1 either send its raw packet or forward a stored
packet previously received from its children. Let each slot in
first row refer to the time period of the send operation for a
node, then the next rows will be the forward operations for its
children's packet. As each next row after the first one is
dedicated to a different possible child data, the value of the
number of the rows in timetable wil1 be assigned with the
maximum possible children number plus one.
A slot in Fig. 2 is the total time slot required for a
successful communication of a data packet; a sender processes
its data from application layer into a physical layer packet and
successfully transmits the packet on the medium, then the
receiver receives the packet and finally processes it. A period
in Fig. 2 is the total time for all nodes in different colors to
transmit their packets successfully. A period time is equal to
one slot unit times the number of the colors. So, the whole
timetable requires the amount of time, referred as
totalSequence in Fig. 2, which is equal to the multiplication
result of total row size with a period time.
A parent either sends its raw packet or forwards the
previously received packets from its children. Each
send/forward operation will be done in the same column. To
arrange the order of forwarding the packets from its children to
its parent each node runs a sequencing procedure. The packet
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of the child with the lowest lD will be forwarded first as to
make the sequence simple. The nodes that has at least one
possible child sends a CHILD_SEQUENCE message to all its
possible children and the children arranges their row sequences
of the timetable in the same approach. Each child will receive a
different CHILD_SEQUENCE message from its each different
possible parent. If any failure is detected by a node, the node
may change its parent according to backup path supported tree
structure. Since the same sequence information of the node
changing its path is stored on all possible parents and all
possible children of those parents there will be no conflict for
the system to switch between any of the backup paths of tree.
Each parent broadcasts the CHILD_SEQUENCE message
to its all possible children. In this case, the message complexity
of the sequencingO module for the whole network is O(N).
Each node runs the sequence computation for each possible
parent of it. Tn this case, the time complexity of the module is
the number of maximum possible parents in the network. Each
node also stores the possible children list of itself.
The same scheduling timetable is used in all nodes as to
offer a collision free communication infrastructure overall the
network. Regarding the timetable in Fig. 2, the time practically
passes from left to right in row-base; however the beginning
column may be selected for any color value. After a period
ends, the time continues with the next period in the next row.
After the time amount of a whole totalSequence is passed, the
whole communication will keep on going with repeating the
same
scheduled
timetables.
The
network's
time
synchronization is an assumption in this work and out of scope
of this paper.
The proposed infrastructure is simulated successfully in ns2.34 [13] for a WSN with 50 nodes assuming that all nodes
have packets to send forever. Using the timer configuration
implementation, each node set its sendTimer (to send/forward),
receiveTimer (to listen) and overhearTimer (to overhear) using
its timetable values after coloring and sequencing. It is seen in
simulations that the timers expired on the appropriate moments
for each node to operate without any collision for pre-dedicated
operations in the corresponding slots. During the time period
between any two consecutive operating slots for a node, the
node gets into idle state and sleeps to preserve its remaining
power with the aim of prolonging the lifetime.
Ill.

recovery paths after a failure, establishing backup recovery
paths for each node at the beginning while constructing the
main multi-hop tree not only reserves total energy of the
network but quickens the recovery process as well.
With a cost of delay in communication, to overhear a
parent's transmission leads to an energy-efficient monitoring
approach without any message conflict. This monitoring also
brings the advantages of perceiving any attempt of compromise
between child-parent-grandparent paths and adapting to new
backup paths for the leaves of a parent in suspect.
The future work will be to focus on the implementation of
this infrastructure in a WSN with realistic packet traffics.
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